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Abstract. A graph is a cactus if each edge of G is in at most one cycle of G. Necessary and
sufficient condition for the existence of the Hamiltonian circuit in the square of a cactus is given
in this paper.
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In this paper we use the terminology and notation of Harary [2]. Now, we
define some special notions.
Let G be any graph. For nonnegative integer /, Vt(G) is the set of all vertices
of the degree i in G. If H is a subgraph of G, then we define the graph G — H as
follows: V(G-H) = V(G) - V0(G - E(H)\ E(G-H) = E(G) - E(H). A vertex u
of G is free provided it is not a cut vertex. A block B of G is free provided at least
| V(B) | — 1 its vertices are free in G (in the block cut vertex-tree of a graph G
the end-vertices agree with all free blocks of G). Otherwise B is an inner block.
We say that the subgraphs Gj, G2 of G touch each other in a vertex v (in G) if
V(GX) n V(G2) = {v}. A vertex z of G is of type X in G provided it is a cut vertex
in which no two inner blocks touch each other in G. The set of all blocks and inner
blocks of G is denoted by BLG and BLG respectively, the set of all blocks of G
containing a common vertex w is denoted by BLG(w). For BL ^ BLG, we define
BLG(BL, w) = BLG(w) - BL. If a vertex w is of type X, then BLG(BLG, W) ± 0.
We say that a subgraph H of G is a 2?L-subgraph of G if and only if BLH £ BLG.
Let v be a vertex of G. Then a u-fragment of G is any maximal connected subgraph of G in which v is not a cut vertex. If H is a UL-subgraph of G and v is a vertex
of H, then an H, t?-fragment of G is any u-fragment of G edge disjoint with H.
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Let y = y09 ...,ym and x = xi9 ..., xn be sequences of some vertices of G.
We use the following notation and terminology: F(y) = y0, L(y) = ym, V(y) =
= {yo> -^ywJ.J" 1 a n d O0> (*) indicates the sequence^, ...9y0 and y0, ...,ym,
xl9 ..., xn respectively. We say that y is a section in x if there are sequences a and c
like that x = (a), (y), (c) (either a or c or both may be the empty sequences).
If yo — ym* then a rotation of y is any sequence of the form yi,yi+i,
..,ym?
yi > ••'•»y*> where / e {0, 1, ..., m — 1}. A transform of y is any rotation of y or y'1.
A connected graph G = (V, E) is a cactus if and only if for each edge e e E(G)
there is at most one subgraph H of G which is a cycle (i.e. a regular connected
graph of degree 2) such that e e E(H). Then, in a cactus G, every block is either
a cycle or a bridge. If C is a block of G, then the statement C = cx, ..., cn indicates
the following: V(C) = {cl9 ..., cn}9 ct is adjacent to ci+l in G for each i e {1, ...,
n — 1} (hence cn is adjacent to cx in G, too).
Let v be a vertex of any graph G. We say that G is short (with respect to v)
if there is a Hamiltonian path p'mG2 — v such that F(p) and L(p) are both adjacent
to v in G. We say that G is long (with respect to v) if G is not short (with respect
to v) but there is a Hamiltonian path q in G2 — v such that F(q) is adjacent to v
in G and the vertices L(q) and 0 have a distance 2 in G. If G is neither short nor
long (with respect to v), it is unusable (with respect to v).
The following theorem was proved in [3].
Theorem. Let G be a cactus with a block C = cl9 ..., cn. Then G2 is Hamiltonian
if and only if
(1) no C, crfragment ofG is unusable for each ie {1, ...9n}9
(2) no more than two C, c fragments of G are long for each ie {1, ..., n}9
(3) if two distinct C, crfragments and two distinct C, crfragments of G are long,
then each nontrivial ci9 c^walk in G includes a vertex whose degree in G is 2 (ct and Cj
may be the same vertex),.
The condition given in this paper consists in describing the whole class of the
„prohibited" graphs, i.e. such graphs a cactus G must not include as its _BL-subgraph, in the case, its square is Hamiltonian. The condition is the generalization
of the condition given in [5] for triangular cacti.
The concepts established in the following four definitions are fundamental for
a description of our results.
Definition 1. Let G be a cactus and x a vertex of G. A C-generating sequence
of G from the vertex x is any sequence of the cacti G(l), ..., G(t) = G arising in the
following manner.
U G(l) = Ua A. The set BLG(x) is called the first growth and we say that
AeBL (x)

it is of the type («), where n = | BLG(x) \. The vertex x is a root.
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2. Suppose, we have constructed a cactus G(i — 1) and B.== bt, ..., br is an
arbitrary free block from G(i — 1) such that the vertex br is either a cut vertex
of G(i — 1) or br = x and at least one of the vertices bx, ..., br^t is a cut vertex
r-l

of G. Then G(i) = G(i - 1) U
j=l

r-l

U
AeBLG(B,bj)

*

an

d the set U BLG(B, bj) is called
y-= 1

an i-th growth. We add to the i-th growth an ordering sequence (ml9
...,mr-i),
where ms = \ BLG(B, bj) \ for eachje {1, ..., r - 1} and we say that the i-th growth
starts from the block B and is of type (m 1? ..., m r _i).
':
If there is no block B of the mentioned properties, then evidently G(i — 1) = G
and the construction of a C-generating sequence stops.
Definition 2. Let G be a cactus, G(l), ..., G(t) = G be any C-generating sequence
of G from a vertex x. Suppose, the i-th growth of this sequence starts from a block
B = bl9 ..., br, where either br = x or br is a cut vertex ofG(i — 1) and it is of type
(ml9 ..., w r _i). We say that the i-th growth is of
1. The first sort if mj = 1 for each je {1, ..., r — 1} and all blocks of the i-th
growth are free in G.
2. The second sort if either
2a. mx = 0 and there is an index s e {2, ..., r — 1} such that ms = 2, m} = 0
for each je {2, ..., s — 1} and m} = 1 for each je{s + 1, ..., r — 1}, or
2b. w r _ ! = 0 and there is an index s e {1, ..., r — 2} such that ms = 2, m} = 0
for each je {s + 1, ..., r — 1} and m} = \ for each je {1, ..., s — 1},
and all blocks of the i-th growth are free in G with the exception of the set of blocks
BLG(B, bs) which are the inner ones in G.
Notes. It immediately follows from the preceeding definitions:
1. The cacti G(l), ..., G(t) are the Z?L-subgraphs of G.
_
2. If x is a cut vertex of G, then | BLG \ = t - 1. Conversely, if | BLG \ = t'
and G(\), ..., G(t) is any C-generating sequence of G from any cut vertex of G,
then t' = t - 1.
3. The growth of the type (1) can never be of the second sort.
Definition 3. A cactus G is a C-diad if there are a vertex x and a C-generating
sequence G(\), ..., G(i) of G from the vertex x such that
1. t > 1 and the first growth is of type (1).
2. An i-th growth is either of the first or the second sort for each ie {2, ..., t}.
The vertex x is called a root of G and the block G(\) is called a root block of G.
If t = 2 we say that a C-diad G is prime.
Definition 4. A cactus G is called a 3-C-diad if there are the BL-subgraphsGt
G3 ofG such that

9Gl9
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1. Gi9G2,G3
3

are the mutually edge disjoint C-diads with a common root x,

2. \jGt = G.
i=-l

The vertex x is called a root of the 3-C-diad G.
Notes,
1. A 3-C-diad G can be also described in the following. There is a C-generating
sequence G(l), ..., G(t) of G from a vertex x such that the first growth is of the
type (3), every block of the first growth is the inner one of G and every further
growth is either of the first or the second sort.
2. There are more roots in a 3-C-diad G. All roots of the 3-C-diad in the fig. 1
are indicated.

Пg. 1

Theorem 1. Let G be a cactus with at least three vertices such that
1. No 3-C-diad is included in G as a BL-subgraph.
2. All vertices of every inner block of G are the cut vertices. If Z = {zj9je J}
is the set of all vertices of type X in G and, for each je J9 Aj = aJ%9 ..., aJtHj9 Zj
G
2
is an arbitrary block of BL (BI?9 Zj), then there is a Hamiltonian circuit h in G
having the following properties.
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a) For each j e J, there is a transform of h of the form
(Xj)9aji9

...9ajtnj9zj9(yj).

b) For every sequence al9 ...9am of mutually different free vertices ofG in which at
is adjacent to at+1for each t e {1, ...9m — 1} there is a transform ofh of the form
(x)9al9
...9am9(y).
Proof. If | BlF | = 0, then G is either a cycle and theorem holds or there is
just a single vertex z of type X in G that is the common vertex of all blocks of G,
i.e. BLG = BLG(z) = BLG(09 z). Let A1, ..., As9 Ar = arl9 ..., artHr9 z for each
r e {1, ..., s}9 be all blocks of G. Then even for two arbitrary blocks of BLG(09 z),
say At and Aj (i < j)9 there is a Hamiltonian circuit h in G2, h = z, (Wj~l)9 (wj+1)9...,
••> (w,), (wj, ...,(Wi-i)> (Wi+i)> . . . , ( H > J _ , ) , (Wi)9 z where wr = arl9...9aftnr
for
each re {1, ..., s}9 which complies with a) and b), too.
Suppose | BlP | == n ^ 1 and the theorem holds for every cactus with less
then n inner blocks. As G is not a cycle, there is a vertex v of G which is of type X.
Let G(l), ..., G(n + 1) be a C-generating sequence of G from the vertex v. Assume
that (n + l)-st growth starts from a block C = cl9 ...9ck9z9 where z is a cut vertex
of G, and is of type (ml9 ..., mk). Then ms ^ 1 for each je {1, ..., k} and z is
of type X in G(n). If z is not of type X in G(«), there are two inner blocks in G(n)
that touch each other in the vertex z. As all vertices of every inner block are the
cut vertices of G, these two blocks together with B are the root blocks of three
edge disjoint prime C-diad with common root z, that are the 2?L-subgraphs of G,
which is not the case.
Now, for each i e {1, ..., k}9 let Ctj = c{l9 ..., c[tPij9 ct where je {1, ..., m j ,
be all blocks that touch the block C in a vertex ct. As Bl? n BLG(C9 ct) = 0
for each i e {1, ..., k}9 all vertices ct, ..., ck are of type X in G. Let us differentiate
two cases.
(1) n = 2. Then z ^ v and z is not of type X in G. Let zl9 ...9zp9 cl9 ..., ck
be all_vertices of type X in G, .4, = asl, ...9aSt„a9zs be an arbitrary block of
BLG(BLG9 zs) for each s e {1, ...,p} and C, fri be an arbitrary block of BLG(BlG9 ct)
for_each i e {1, ..., k}. Then z-, ..., zp9 z are all vertices of type X in G(n). As
| 5LG(w) | < n and a cactus G(n) fulfils all assumptions of the theorem, then for
the same choice of the blocks As of BLGin)(BLG(n)9 zs) (== BLG(BLG9 zs)) for each
s e {1, ..., p} like in G and for the choice C from BLG(n)(BLG{n)9 z) there is, assumed
by the induction, a Hamiltonian circuit h in G(«)2 having properties a) and b).
Especially, there is a transform of h of the form z, (w)y cl9 ...9ck9z
(obviously
a
si> ..•> as,ns> zs ^ ^ section either in w or in w" 1 , for each 5 e {1, ...,p}). Let us
denote iv y = c{l9 ...9ciitPiJ for each i e { l , ... 9 k} 9 je {1, ..., m j . Then /t =- z,
( W n ) , . - , ( W i . - . . - ! ) , (W!, r i + 1 ) , . . . , ( w l j M l ) , ( W l f r i ) , £?!, . . . , (W f t l ), . - ,

(Wk,rk+i),

.., (^, m k ), (^, r k ), ck9 (w'1),

(Wktrk-l)>

z is a Hamiltonian circuit in G2. Next, it
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immediately follows from the induction assumption and from the form of the
extending of h on h that h has both properties a) and b).
(2) n = 1. Then z = v and z is the only vertex of type X in G(l). As | BLG(l) \ =
= 0, the theorem (part a)) holds in G(l) for a choice of two blocks of BLG{i)(09 z).
In the same way like in (1) we can extend a Hamiltonian circuit from G(l)2 on G2
so that the theorem holds.
Theorem 2. I^et Gbea cactus with at least three vertices which includes no 3-C-diad
as itsBL-subgraph and let Z = {zj9je J} be the set of all vertices of type X in G.
Now, if Aj = ajl9 ..., aJtnj9 Zj is an arbitrary block from BLG(BI?9 zj), for each
j e J, then there is a Hamiltonian circuit h in G2 having properties a) and b) from
Theorem 1.
P r o o f. If | BLG | = 1, then G is a cycle and the theorem holds. Suppose, | BLG \ =
= n ^ 2 and the theorem holds for every cactus with less then n blocks. If all
vertices of every inner block of G are the cut vertices, the theorem follows from
Theorem 1. Otherwise, there is an inner block with at least one free vertex in G.
Let us consider the following possibilities (1) and (2) (we shall prove later that
there are no other possibilities).
v
(1) There is an inner block B = b,, ..., bk9 b of G, where b is a cut vertex, that
| BLG n BLG(B9 b) | ^ 1 and at least one of the vertices bx and bk is free in G.
Let us say bx is such vertex.
(2) There is an inner block B = bl9 ...9bk9b9 where b is a cut vertex such that
| BLG n BLG(B9 b) \ ^ 2 and both vertices bt and bk are free in G.
Let G0 be the component of G — B containing a vertex b. The cacti Gx and G2,
are defined in the following way: Gx = G0 u B9 G2 = G - G0. Then | BLGi \ < n9
| BLGl | < n and both GA and G2 correspond to the assumptions of the theorem.
Let us denote Z, Zx, Z2 the sets of all vertices of type X in G, Gx, G2 respectively.
Then Zxr\Z2=09
Z g Z, u Z 2 and for each zeZ either BLG(BLG9 Z) £
S BLGi(BLGi9z) (if zeG^or
BLG(BlG9z) C BLG2(BLG29 z) (if zeG2). Let CZ
G
be a chosen block of BL (BI?9 z) for each z e Z . Now, let us choose a block C* of
BLGi(BLGi9 z) for each z e Z j and C2 of BLG2(BLGl9 z) for each z e Z 2 so that we
put C) = Cz or C 2 = Q if z e Z.
(1) Next, we put C£ = 2? if b $ Z (in this case fc is always of type X in GJ.
Now, there are Hamiltonian circuits h\ and h\ in G? and G2 respectively, if induction is assumed, following theorem. Then there are especially a transform of h\
of the form bt, ..., bk9 b9 (wt)9 bt and a transform offt2of the form (w2)9 b9 bx, (w3).
Then hx = (H>2), b9 (wt)9 bt, (vv3) is a Hamiltonian circuit in G2.
If beZ9 then [ BZ?11 = 0 and the theorem (part a)) holds for a choice of two
blocks of BLGi(09 b\ concietely Cb and B (according to the proof of Theorem 1).
Also in this case there is a Hamiltonian circuit h\ in G\ such that some transform
50
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of it is of the form bx, ..., bk9 b, (wx)9 bx * Then hx = (w2)9 b9 (ivt), bx, (w3) is
a Hamiltonian circuit in G2.
(2) There are Hamiltonian circuits ft2 and h\ in G\ and G\ respectively, if induction is assumed, following theorem. There are especially a transform of h\ of the
form bl9 ...9bk9 (xj), bx and a transform of h\ of the form (x2)9 bk9 b9 bi9 (xz).
Hence h2 = (JC2), bk9 (x1)9 bx, (x3) is a Hamiltonian circuit in G2.
As in both cases (1) and (2) every path of the free vertices of G is a path of the
free vertices either in Gx or G2, then under the induction assumption and from
the form of the connection of the circuits h\9h\ and h\9h\ it follows that the
Hamiltonian circuits h1 and h2 prove the validity of the theorem 2.
If neither (1) nor (2) occurs, then for every cut vertex a of every inner block A
of G there holds either | BLG(A9 a) n BlP \ g 1 and the vertices which are adjacent
to the vertex a in A are both the cut vertices in G or | BLG(A9 a) n BI? | £> 2 and
at least one of the vertices which are adjacent to the vertex a in A is a cut vertex
in G. As there is at least one inner block DY containing a free vertex in G (otherwise
Theoiem 1 holds) so for at least one cut vertex d of Di it holds | BLG(Di9d) n
n BI? | _ 2. Hence, in G there are three different inner blocks Dl9Dl9 D3 having
the common vertex d. Let us consider the block Di—dl9...9dk9d.
At least one
from the vertices dv and dk is a cut vertex in G (possibility (2) does not occur).
Let dx be a cut vertex. If all vertices d2, ..., dk are cut vertices, the block Dx is
a root block of a prime C-diad which is a 2?L-subgraph of G. If one of the vertices
d2, ..., dk is free in G, there is an index j E {2, ..., k — 1} such that | BLG(DX 9 dj) n
n BI? | ^ 2 and the vertices dt are the cut vertices for each ie {1, ...9j — 1}.
The blocks from BLG(D1, dj) n BLG and the ones D2, Z>3 can be discussed in the
same way like Dt. From the definition of a C-diad it follows immediatelly that all
blocks Dl9D29D3 are the root blocks of three mutually edge disjoint C-diads
with the common vertex d, which are the J?L-subgraphs of G. Hence G includes
a 3-C-diad as its 2?L-subgraph. It is not possible, therefore either (1) or (2) must
occur.
Suppose v is a cut vertex of a graph G and suppose a Hamiltonian circuit in G2
is xl9el9x29e29...9xH-l9eH-l9xH
with vertices xl9...9xh9
edges
el9...9eH-t
and v = xt = x„. If we erase such edges from ft which are not incident with v
and which join a vertex of one i;-fragment to a vertex of a different u-fragment,
we obtain paths p-, ..., ps in G2 which are disjoint sections of ft with the following
properties.
1. s^ 2.
2. Both vertices Fipd, L(pt) are adjacent to the vertex v in G for each ie
e{2, . . . , s - 1}.
3. Both vertices F(p«), £(£1) are adjacent to the vertex v in G.
4. U ^ f o ) = n<7).
i=-i
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Suppose rl9 ...,r k are all of the sections pi9 ...,p s in a particular i?-fragment F
of G and suppose px and ps are not among rx, ..., rk. Then there are edges in G2
by which the sections r,, ..., r* can be joined together into a single path pF in G2
which includes all of the vertices of F except v and both vertices JC = F(pF)9 y =
= L(pF) are adjacent in G to v (x = j> will occur if F has just two vertices). If px
is one of the sections rx, ..., rk and ps is not or ps is one of rx, ..., rk and px is not
we can proceed similarly. In these two cases, the resulting path pF includes all
of the vertices of F and F(pF) = v and L(pF) are adjacent in G to v or L(pF) = v
and F(pF) are adjacent in G to v. Finally, if px and ps are both among rl9 ..., rk
we can join px and ps in the order ps, px at the vertex v and then join the remaining
sections in rx, ..., rk by edges of G2 as before. We obtain a path pF in G2 which
includes all of the vertices of F and both vertices F(pF), L(pF) are adjacent in G
to v. Now, these paths can be joined together end to end by edges from G2 (except
that if each of two paths have v on one of its ends, the two paths of this sort are
joined at v). The result is a Hamiltonian circuit in G2 which passes through all
of the vertices other then v in each u-fragment before going on the next i;-fragment.
Hence, if k is any Hamiltonian circuit in G2, there is a Hamiltonian circuit / in G2
and there is an ordering F,, ..., Ft of all u-fragments of G such that some transform
of / is of the form v, (w-), ..., (wt), (wt+1)9 v, where V(wt) <= V(Ft) for each / e
e {1, ..., /} and V(wt+x) £ V(FX) if V(wt+1) # 0, We call such a circuit / a simplification of k at t;.
The notion of a simplification of a Hamiltonian circuit was used for the first
time in [1] and in [4] it was used, too. In this paper it is used in a proof of the
following theorem which enables to prove the necessity of the condition from
Theorem 2.
Theorem 3. Let G be a cactus with at least three vertices which includes no
3-C-diad as its BL-subgraph and let b be a free vertex in G. Then the following
assertions are equivalent.
(1) There is a Hamiltonian circuit h in G2 some transform of which is of the
form (x), a, 6, c, (y), where the vertices a and c are both adjacent to b in G.
(2) There is no C-diad with a root b which is a BL-subgraph of G.
Proof. (2) =-> (1). If | BLG | = 1, i.e. G is a cycle, there is nothing to prove.
Suppose | BLG | = n > 1 and the implication holds for every cactus with less
then n blocks. Let B = bt, ..., b& b be a block of G containing a free vertex b.
If both bx and bk9bJ ^ bk (otherwise b is a root of a prime C-diad), are free,
then (1) follows from Theorem 2. Suppose bk is a cut vertex of G and G,, ..., Gm
are all the B9 ^-fragments.
a) m = 1. If k = 2, i.e. B is a triangle, bx is a free vertex and b2 is of type X
in G. Then (l)followsfrom Theorem2. If k > 2, a cactus G* is defined as follows:
K(G«) = V(G) - V(Gx), E(G*) = (E(G) - (E(GX) u {bbk9 &A-i})) u {«fc-i}52
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In G* no #L-subgraph can be a C-diad with a root b. As | BLG* \ < w, there exists
a Hamiltonian circuit ft* in G* under the induction assumption such that some
transform of ft* is of the form (x)9 bk_l9 b9 bx, (y). A vertex bk is of type X in
G** = Gi u B and according to Theorem 2 there is a Hamiltonian circuit ft**
in G** such that some transform of ft** is of the form bk9b9bi9 ...9bk-l9
(z)9 bk.
2
Then h = (x), bk_l9 (z), bk9 b9 'bt, (y) is a Hamiltonian circuit in G such that (1)
holds.
b) m = 2. There is at least one index / e {1, ..., m} such that: no C-diad which
is a 2?L-subgraph of Gf has a root in bk. Suppose i = m. Let lis define a cactus
G = G - Gw. As | BLP | < « , | £L Gm | < « there are (according to the induction
assumption) Hamiltonian circuits h and hm in G2 and G2 respectively such that
some transform of them are df the form bk9 b9 b), (x), bk and bk9 (y)9 bk respectively
and where both F(y) and L($) are adjacent to bk in Gm (F(» = Z,(y) if Gm includes
just two vertices). Let k be a simplification of ft at fc*. Then there is an ordering
(i"i, ..., / m -i) of the set {1, ..., m - 1} such that some transform of k is of the
form bk9 b9 bt, (vv), (u^), ..., (*„,-,), (vv), 6 k , where F(wy) s F(G,,) for each
je{l,
..., m - 1} and the vertices from V(w) and K(vv) belong to the ^-fragment
which includes the block B. As the vertices L(bx, (w)) and F(wt) are adjacent to bk
in G and hence in G, too, bk9 b9 bt, (w), 0 ) , (wx)9..., (w m - J, (vv), bk is a Hamiltonian
circuit in G2 that holds (1).
(1) => (2). If | BLG | = 1, then (2) holds. Suppose (2) holds for every cactus
with less then n blocks, n > 1, and there is a cactus G such that | BLG | = n9
a block B = b^, ..., bk9 b in G with a free vertex fc, a Hamiltonian circuit ft in G2
such that some transform of it is of the form a9 b9 c9 (w)9 a9 where both a and c
are adjacent to b in G (then k _ 2 and we can suppose a = bl9 c = bk) and
a C-diad with a root fe, which is a 2?L-subgraph of G.
For each i e {1, ..., k}, if b( is a cut vertex let G, be the union of all the
B9 frr-fragments.
Suppose bk is a cut vertex. If bk9 (vv), bx is of the form bk9 (w£), (x)9 (w|), (y), bt,
where K(H£) k F(Gfc), 0 # F(w2) £ F(Gk), F(x) # 0, V(x) n V(Gfc) = 0, F((y), 6 4 ) *
# ^(Gfc), the vertices L(x) ^ fc, F((y)9 bx) ^ b are different and both are adjacent
to bk in G — Gk. As bk is adjacent in G — Gk just to b and bk^t, it is not possible
and fcfc,(w), &! must be of the form (wk)9(wk^i)9bi9
where V(wk) = V(Gk)9
V(Wk-t) n F(Gfc) = 0 and F(wk) = bk9 F^w,.,), bx) = V i •
Suppose all vertices b2, ..., bk are cut vertices. In the same way it can be successively proved that bk9 (vv), bt is of the form (wk)9 ..., (w2)9 (vvx), bl9 where K(wf) =
=-= V(Gt) for each / e {2, ..., k} and F((vvj), fr,) = bt. Then necessarily F ^ ) = 0
and fct is free in G. Fiom this it follows that no prime C-diad can posses b as its
root and at least one vertex from {bi9 ..., bk} is free in G. Therefore, according
to the definition of a C-diad there is ah index i e {1, ..., k} such that just two
B9 6rfragments include some C-diad with a root bt as its _BJL-subgraph and bj is a cut
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vertex for eachy e {/ + 1, ..., k} or je {1, ..., i — 1}. Suppose the first possibility
occurs. In the same way as earlier there can be successively proved that bk9 (w)9 bx
is of the form (wk)9 ..., (w()9 (iVi-J, bl9 where V(wj) = V(GS) and F(wj) = bj for
each je {i + 1, ..., k} and the vertices L(wt) and Fv^i-O = bt-i are adjacent
to bt in G. Then kt = (wt)9 bt is a Hamiltonian circuit in Gf. Suppose Jct is a simplification of kt at bt and G\9 ...9Glr are all the Z?rfragments of Gt (these are just
all B9 ferfragments of G). Then there is such ordering (il9...9ir) of the set
{1, ..., r} that a transform of kt is of the form bi9 (dt), ..., (dr), (d r+1 ), bi9 where
V(dj) c V(G0) for each je {1, ..., r} and V(dr+1) g: F(Gfl) if F(d r+1 ) * 0. As
L(W|) is adjacent to bt in G* then for at least r — 1 indices se {1, ...,r}, both
vertices F(ds) and L(d5) are adjacent to bt in Gis. Hence there is an index t such
that bt is a root of a C-diad which is a 2?L-subgraph of Git, (dt)9 bi9 F(dt) is
a Hamiltonian circuit in G? and the vertices F(dt) and L(dr) are adjacent to bt
in Git. But this is not possible under the induction assumption as | BLGt \ < n.
Therefore (1) implies (2).
Theorem 4. Let G be a cactus with at least three vertices. Then G2 is Hamiltonian
if and only if G includes no 3-C-diad as its BL-subgraph.
Proof. Suppose h is a Hamiltonian circuit in G2 and G includes some 3-C-diad
as its J5L-subgraph. Suppose & is a root of the 3-C-diad and k is a simplification
of ft at b. Then there is an ordering Gl, ..., Gn of all ^-fragments such that a transform of k is of the form b9 (dx), ..., (dn)9 (d n+J ), b9 where n = 3, V(d() c V(G.)
for each ie {1, ..., n}9 V(dn+1) s= V(GX) if V(dn+1) ^ 0. As at least three &-fragments include some C-diads with a root b as their 2?L-subgraphs and at least for
n — 2 indices J e {1, ..., w} both vertices F(dt) and Z,(d,) are adjacent to b in Gt9
there is an index / e {1, ..., n} such that b is a root of a C-diad which is a 2?L-subgraph of Gt9 (dt)9b9F(dt) is a Hamiltonian circuit in G2 and the.vertices L(dt)
and F(d,) are adjacent to b in Gt. This is not possible according to Theorem 3.
Hence no 3-C-diad can be includes in G as a i?L-subgraph.
The converse implication was proved by Theorem 2.
Suppose G is any graph, ft is a vertex of G and k is a positive integer. We define
a graph G(k9 b) in the following way: V(G(k9 b)) = {V(G) - {b}}x{\9 ...9k} u
u {b}9 {xy} eE(G(k9 b)) if and only if either x =. (u9 /), y = (v9j)9 i = j9 u is
adjacent to v in G or x = (u9 i)9 y = b and H is adjacent to b in G (G(fe, b) is constructed from k copies of G by connecting at b).
Corollary 1. Let G be a cactus with at least three vertices which includes no
3-C-diad as its BL-subgraph and let B = bi9 ...9bk9b be an arbitrary cycle such
thatV(G) n V(B) = {b}. Then
1. G is short with respect to b if and only if no b-fragment ofG includes a C-diad
with a root b as its BLrSubgraph.
>
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2. G 15 long with respect to b if and only if G u B includes no 3-C-diad as its
BL-subgraph and just one b-fragment of G includes a C-diad with a root b as its
BL-subgraph.
Proof. 1. Suppose G is short with respect to b and at least onefc-fragmentof
G includes a C-diad with a root b as its 2?L-subgraph. Then G(3, b) includes
a 3-C-diad as its Z?L-subgraph and there is a Hamiltonian circuit in G(3, b)2.
This is not possible according to Theorem 4.
The converse implication immediately follows from Theorem 3.
2. Suppose G is long with respect to b and p is a Hamiltonian path in G2 — b
such that F(p) is adjacent to b in G and the vertices L(p) and b have the distance 2
in G. Then b, (p~*), fc,, ..., bk, b is a Hamiltonian circuit in (G u B)2 and according
to Theorem 4, G u B includes no 3-C-diad as its 2?L-subgraph. Suppose just k
of allfc-fragmentsof G include a C-diad with a root b. If k = 0, G is short with
respect to fc. If fc ^ 2, G(2, b) includes a 3-C-diad as its 2?L-subgraph and there
is a Hamiltonian circuit in G(2, b)2. It is not possible, hence fc = 1.
Conversely. Suppose Gt, ...,Gk are all fc-fragments of G and suppose just
a cactus Gx includes a C-diad with a root b as its l?L-subgraph. As Gj u f l includes
no 3-C-diad as its _?L-subgraph and b is of type X in Gt u 2?, theie is (according
to Theorem 2) a Hamiltonian circuit in (Gt u B)2 a transform of which is of the
form bi, ...,bk,b, (w), bt, where L(w) is adjacent to b in G* and the vertices F(w)
andfchave in Gt the distance 2 (a consequence of Theorem 3). Hence G, is long
with respect to fc and because G2, ..., Gfc_^ are short with respect to fo, G is long
with respect to fc.
Corollary 2. Let G be a cactus with at least three vertices and let B = bt, ...,bk,b
be an arbitrary cycle such that V(B) n V(G) = {fc}. Then G is unusable with respect
to b if and only if either G or G u B includes a 3-C-diad as its BL-subgraph or at
least two b-fragments of G include a C-diad with a root b as its BL-subgraph.
Proof. Follows immediately from Corollary 1.
Theorem 5. Let G be a cactus and let B — bt, ...,bk be a block in G such that
all vertices of its are the cut vertices. For each i e {1, ...,fe},let the cacti G* and Gt
be defined in the following way: G* is the union of all B, b-fragments ofG and G{ =
k

= G* u B u (J
7=1

(J

A. Theft G includes a 3-C-diad as its BL-subgraph if and

AeBLG(B,bj)

only if there is an index te {1, ..., fe} such that Gt includes a 3-C-diad as its BL
BL-subgraph.
Proof. Suppose G includes a 3-C-diad as its _?L*subgraph and suppose there is
an index t e {1, ..., fe} such that either G* u B includes a 3-C-diad as its 2?L-subgraph or at least two B,fc,-fragmentsof G include a C-diad with a root fc as its
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jBL-subgraph. As B u \J
y= l

\J

A*BLG(B,bj)

A includes a prime C-diad with a root bt

j*t

as its 2?L-subgraph, Gt must include a 3-C-diad as its 2?L-subgraph. If there is no
such index, then, according to Corollary 1, for each i e { l , ...,k} there is in
(G?)2 - bt a Hamiltonian path pt such that F(pd is adjacent to bt in G* and the
vertices L(pt) and 6, have the distance at most 2. Then bfc,(pi), bi9 ...,(F*-i),
^k-i 9 (A)> h is a Hamiltonian circuit in G2. This is not possible, hence an index t
exists.
The converse implication is obvious.
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